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A Game Changer
ABOVE: The institute announcement brought together, from left, NC State student body president
Alex Parker, NC State Vice Chancellor Terri Lomax, President Barack Obama, Tom Ross, president of the
University of North Carolina system, and U.S. Energy Secretary Ernest Moniz.

W
The Next Generation Power
Electronics National Manufacturing
Innovation Institute will be a game
changer for North Carolina and far
beyond. This is truly an exciting
time for us. We’re already working
with our industry, government and
academic partners to build America’s
leadership in wide bandgap, or WBG,
technology for semiconductors.

e were so pleased to host President Barack Obama in
January for an incredible announcement: NC State will lead
the U.S. Energy Department’s new advanced manufacturing
innovation institute.
The Next Generation Power Electronics National Manufacturing Innovation Institute will be a game changer for
North Carolina and far beyond. This is truly an exciting time
for us. We’re already working with our industry, government
and academic partners to build America’s leadership in
wide bandgap, or WBG, technology for semiconductors.
Innovations in WBG technology have the potential 		
to reshape our energy economy by increasing efficiency
and reliability in power electronics, from industrial motors
and household appliances to military satellites.
WBG semiconductors also will help integrate wind
and solar power onto the electricity grid, thus allowing the
nation’s energy portfolio to shift toward these renewable
sources. And boosting our ability to manufacture electronics
domestically will create new jobs in North Carolina and
across the country.
Social media uses #NCStatePower to tag links
to stories about the new institute. That’s because our
expertise in these technologies is second to none, putting
us in a unique position to lead the national effort.
NC State inventors have been issued more than

150 patents for WBG semiconductor circuits, devices and
materials. In the past 20 years, NC State has attracted a
cluster of very talented faculty and invested in specialized
tools and equipment to support research excellence in
this area.
We will continue to expand undergraduate and
graduate programs to help close existing skills gaps in
the talent pool. This includes adding a Professional Science
Master’s program that provides accelerated training to
directly support industry. We are working with partners 		
to ensure the workforce is ready when needed.
NC State is adept at working with industry to
address challenges, a heritage of our land-grant history.
In recent years, we’ve taken even more steps to make
such partnerships easier, as seen in our partnerships
group and Springboard Innovation Hub. We’re looking
forward to using our tremendous experience in leading
industry/university/government consortia to help
revolutionize power electronics!
Learn more about the Next Generation Power
Electronics National Manufacturing Innovation Institute at
go.ncsu.edu/nextgen_power.
T E R R I L . LO M A X
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Common Core

Better Teaching, Better Learning
B y

•

“We looked at the countries that
succeed in math education. We looked
at what they taught at particular grade
levels, and then we looked at the
research on how kids learn, and we
tried to put those together.”
— JERE CONFREY
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ABOVE: In a classroom in Amplify’s Durham office, Jere Confrey works with students to pilot new learning tools.

J

ere Confrey’s business card sports a job title only a
geek could love: chief mathematics officer. While somewhat
more appealing than vice president of long division, it’s
probably not an occupation most kids would place at the top
of their list of potential career options. In fact, when people
ask what she does for a living, Confrey knows it won’t be a
long conversation.
“Once I tell people what I do, they tell me how much they
hate math and how bad they are at it,” she says. “Then they
slink away.”
If Confrey has her way, math could soon be as popular as
recess.
Confrey is on a leave of absence from her position as the
Joseph D. Moore Distinguished Professor of Mathematics
Education at NC State to work with Amplify Education

research.ncsu.edu

Inc., an independent subsidiary of News Corporation that is
pioneering new digital tools for teaching math, science and
language arts.
There, she heads up math education efforts at Amplify
Learning, the division responsible for designing digital
curricula and teaching tools to help schools implement the
new Common Core State Standards.
If you haven’t heard of Common Core, you soon will. Schools
across the country — including elementary and secondary
schools in North Carolina — are in the process of re-engineering the educational experience to better prepare students
for success in college and their careers in a global economy.
The state-level effort, launched in 2009 by the National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and the Council
of Chief State School Officers, is backed by 45 states, the
District of Columbia, Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands.

The standards are demanding, calling for more intense
instruction that requires students to use more complex
reasoning. In math, the standards focus on helping students
make sense of problems and persevere in solving them, reason
abstractly and quantitatively, construct viable arguments and
critique the reasoning of others, model with mathematics, use
appropriate tools strategically, be precise, look for and make
use of structure, and achieve consistency in reasoning.
Schools are tasked with imparting these skills while continuing
to teach students the math concepts we all know and love,
such as counting, operations and algebraic thinking, base 10,
fractions, measurements and geometry.

support student success and efficiently target weaknesses.
One technique that leverages learning trajectories is the
practice of giving students a hands-on challenge to see how
they approach it.
“You might show them a wind-up toy moving a certain
distance in a certain number of steps when fully wound.
Then you wind it up, place it and ask them to predict if it
will fall off the end of the table,” Confrey explains. “They
know there’s a solution to the problem, and they want to
be the one to solve it and get it right.”

AROUND THE
LEARNING CURVE

This intuitive approach leverages kids’ innate curiosity
and reasoning ability. It’s not too different from the can-do
attitude that sparked Confrey’s own love for math when
she was in high school.

Confrey is more than a little familiar with Common Core. She
served on the initiative’s national validation committee, a
group of 25 education experts charged with verifying that the
proposed standards in math and language arts were clear,
specific and grounded in research.

“Mrs. Croft, my algebra and trigonometry teacher, gave us
work that we were totally convinced we couldn’t do,” she
recalls. “But she stuck to her guns. She knew we could figure
it out, and slowly we learned how to solve hard problems.
Persistence pays off.”

If you haven’t heard of Common Core,

Among the data the committee reviewed were international
assessments of students’ math skills in elementary and
middle-school grades. U.S. students’ math performance lags
behind that of students in many Asian and European countries.
Committee members weren’t happy to make that discovery,
but it was useful information.

It’s not just students who are adapting to new classroom
dynamics. Many teachers are facing challenges as they
begin teaching to the new standards, she says.

secondary schools in North Carolina

“The Common Core standards for the middle grades are
ambitious compared to the previous standards,” Confrey
says. “There’s now a much stronger introduction to statistics,
for example. It may be hard for our middle-grade teachers
because they’ve only taught rudimentary statistics in the
past. So that’s a big shift.”

the educational experience to better

“We looked at the countries that succeed in math education,”
Confrey explains. “We looked at what they taught at particular
grade levels, and then we looked at the research on how kids
learn, and we tried to put those together.”
That same philosophy drives her work at Amplify, where
efforts to improve teaching and learning draw heavily on
research and evidence-based models. In fact, Amplify worked
with NC State to license an innovative framework developed
by Confrey for understanding and assessing student learning,
called learning trajectories, as the foundation for its Common
Core teaching products and tools.
It’s a good fit. Learning trajectories are woven into the
Common Core standards and are championed by Confrey and
other researchers around the country.
Learning trajectories are essentially descriptions of the paths
students take as they move from informal ideas toward
increasingly complex concepts over time. They help teachers
understand students’ conceptual development and identify
clusters of related concepts for each grade level.
The underlying message is simple: the more you understand
about your students’ learning of concepts and skills, the more
readily you can identify tasks and teaching methods that

you soon will. Schools across the
country — including elementary and

— are in the process of re-engineering

prepare students for success in college
and their careers in a global economy.

INTO THE DIGITAL DOMAIN
One solution is to bring teachers into the 21st century by
giving them digital tools designed to help them manage
the classroom and tailor instruction to individuals and small
groups of students. Amplify is in the forefront of developing
tablet-based applications to do just that.
The platform includes real-time assessment tools so
teachers can quickly gauge student performance and
comprehension, as well as classroom management tools
and a playlist-like feature that allows them to push out
assignments and lessons.
“We are on the edge of inventing this new way of doing
things,” Confrey says. “A lot of the work that we’re doing now
is to define what that should look like. It needs to have the
right combination of elements that motivate kids and further
the goals of education.”
Although interactive digital tools may be new to the
classroom, they’re hardly new to the students. c o n t i n u e d
research.ncsu.edu
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MOOCs, as they’re known, have been enthusiastically hyped
in recent years in the mainstream media. Time magazine
praised them for bringing “the Ivy League to the masses.”
But large online courses have gained detractors as well,
with some educators wondering whether they’re more of a
passing fad than a viable education tool.
Maloney says the course he helped develop at the Friday
Institute meets a critical need for teachers and other
education leaders who are struggling to adapt to Common
Core’s new paradigm.
“How do teachers make sense out of Common Core
standards in a way that allows them to support student
learning?” he asks. “The fact is there’s no coordinated
professional development system in this country; there’s
nothing systematic that identifies teachers’ needs.
Implementation of the Common Core has been ad hoc by
schools, districts and states — somewhat chaotic when
looked at nationally.”
The MOOC — called a MOOC-Ed to indicate its status as a
course for educators — focuses on learning trajectories for
math teachers, providing a detailed framework for planning
and implementing Common Core standards in the classroom.
The course drew nearly 800 participants last summer.
Another MOOC-Ed developed at the Friday Institute last
year examines ways to use digital learning to meet the
challenges of the new standards and prepare students for
college, careers and citizenship in the global, digital world
in which they live. That course attracted more than 2,600
participants from 60 countries.

•

ABOVE: Confrey’s work in education
is based on an innovative framework
called learning trajectories.

“Students today are highly immersed in interactive
environments,” Confrey says. “Using these new media tools
will allow us to move seamlessly among curricula and to
support students working in groups and sharing online in
real time. The future of digital learning is interactivity.”
Computers and tablets can also make learning fun.
Education experts now talk about the need to “gamify”
instructional programs to make them as challenging,
competitive and richly entertaining as video games.
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Glenn Kleiman, professor of education and executive
director of the Friday Institute, developed the digital
learning MOOC-Ed in collaboration with Mary Ann Wolf,
former head of the State EdTech Directors Association.
He says educators have been eager to tap into the wealth
of knowledge offered through the courses. Kleiman
encourages educators to work in local teams so they can
work through all the materials and apply what they learn to
their local plans more efficiently.

OPENING DOORS

“Education professionals know how to learn, are motivated
to learn about new standards and new technologies, and
know how to be self-directed,” he says. “And they prefer
to learn from colleagues. So the idea that this would be
socially connected learning was a good fit.”

At the Friday Institute for Educational Innovation on
NC State’s Centennial Campus, Confrey’s husband and
colleague, Alan Maloney, is immersed in his own digital
learning environment. He is spearheading an effort to
educate teachers about mathematics learning trajectories
through a massive open online course.

More MOOC-Ed courses are on the way, he adds. The
institute recently received a $600,000 grant from the
William and Flora Hewlett Foundation to develop new
courses and conduct research into their effectiveness.
Smaller gifts were received from Google and Lenovo, and a
grad student nabbed a Gates Foundation research grant.

“We’re one of the few universities that has the expertise to
really make these MOOC-Eds work,” Kleiman says.

strengthen the child’s specific mathematical competencies
going forward.”

ENGAGING MINDS

Learning trajectories enable teachers to understand how their
students are seeing — or not seeing — math principles and
to understand the math better themselves in the bargain.

“One thing teachers have to do is

“One thing teachers have to do is take on the assumption
that kids are doing things that are reasonable to them,”
Maloney says. “You may not know what it is, but you’d better
find out so you can understand what is reasonable, promote
that, and guide them into the concepts and conventions of
mathematical expression.”

are doing things that are reasonable

The payoff from all these challenges and changes will be
worth it, he adds.
“We used to talk about the three R’s: reading, writing and
arithmetic,” he says. “Now we talk about the three R’s
and the four C’s: communication, critical problem-solving,
collaboration and creativity. If you talk to business and
industry, those are the four critical things that they’re looking
for in the workforce, and our schools don’t do a great job
with those.”
Emphasizing learning trajectories and employing interactive
tools to engage young minds could help. Kleiman and
Maloney say it’s not uncommon for students to struggle with
them in the elementary grades.
“When you’re using a fraction as a number, that’s a very
different way of thinking about a fraction than if you’re using
it as a factor or a ratio in a multiplication problem or in an
equation or as a slope,” Maloney says. “We represent them
all the same way, but for students, understanding how you’re
supposed to reason about that representation is a huge
challenge, and it represents a lot of cognitive organization
and reorganization over multiple years of schooling.”
In some cases, students muddle through their homework and
exams. But if their understanding is incomplete or flawed,
they’re headed for trouble.
“These issues are sleepers in a sense,” he says. “If students
have been taught mostly procedures, and they master
procedures but don’t understand the underlying concepts,
they might get everything right in the fourth grade, fifth
grade and sixth grade. But in the seventh grade, all of a
sudden they’re doing things that require them to put a lot
of things together, to really understand, for example, how
to move between defining a slope as a ratio and using that
slope as a fractional operator in an equation. Then it blows
up and they have no idea how to make sense of it.”

take on the assumption that kids

to them. You may not know what it
is, but you’d better find out so you
can understand what is reasonable,

STUDENT-CENTERED
Back at Amplify’s Durham office at the American Tobacco
Campus, Confrey works with a group of sixth-grade students
who are trying out some of the company’s tablet-based math
programs. She takes notes as the students eagerly try their
hand at constructing a rectangle twice as wide as it is tall.

promote that, and guide them into
the concepts and conventions of
mathematical expression.”
— AL AN MALONEY

Afterward, she muses about a concept called “productive
struggle” that encourages students to think about ways to
approach a problem before they begin working on it.
“There is a fairly limited number of predictable things kids
do,” she says. “Of course, kids are fantastic and always seem
to find new ways. But if you can understand their typical
approaches, you can build on their thinking.”
The key to successfully implementing the state’s new
Common Core standards, Confrey believes, is to keep the
focus on the students. “As a society we’re not giving them
our best,” she says. “We could really be inspiring students to
pursue math and science.”

BELOW: Alan Maloney, left and
Glenn Kleiman of the Friday Institute
are leaders in developing massive open
online courses in education.
•

Worse, the teacher may have no idea what went wrong.
“When those same seventh-grade students perform poorly
on end-of-year tests, their teacher looks bad,” Maloney
says. “But we know that robust conceptual understanding
in mathematics develops over years, so poor student
performance in complex middle- and high-school math
topics is not necessarily the sole responsibility of this year’s
teacher. If the current teacher did know how to identify gaps
and flaws in students’ conceptual understanding, then he or
she would be better able to adapt the instructional plan to
research.ncsu.edu
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“The sky’s the limit in terms
of edible plant material and
what it can do for human health.“
— MARY

REAPING A
HEALTHY
HARVEST

ANN LILA

B y

D a v i d

H u n t

HUMAN HEALTH
N

early 8,000 miles, an ocean and seven time zones
separate the small town of Kannapolis, N.C., from the
heartland of southern Africa. Food scientist Mary Ann Lila
knows the distance all too well. She’s visited 17 African
countries in the past eight years. But she doesn’t measure the
distance solely in miles. The sub-Saharan region is, in many
respects, a world away from her high-tech laboratory on the
expansive North Carolina Research Campus in Kannapolis, just
north of Charlotte.
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Lila, who directs NC State’s Plants for Human Health
Institute located at the research campus, is combining
expertise in plant biology and knowledge of southern
Africa to tailor a homegrown solution. The problem, she
explains, is Zambia’s climate. During the rainy season, from
November to April, villagers grow enough to eat. But during
the rest of the year — the dry season — food is scarce.

The differences in culture, language and traditions are striking.
So too are the economic and health disparities.

“They don’t have refrigeration, they don’t have freezers,
they don’t have electricity in the rural villages,” she says.
“So in the dry season they’re forced to subsist on nshima, a
porridge made of corn meal, like grits.”

In the Republic of Zambia, where half the country’s 14 million
citizens live on less than a dollar a day, malnutrition is a persistent problem. UNICEF estimates that 54 percent of children
under age 5 in Zambia suffer from stunting, making them susceptible to a variety of preventable diseases and threatening
their functional and intellectual capacity well into adulthood.

Though nshima is easy to make and readily available in most
homes, the staple lacks the protein and nutrients vital to
the healthy development of infants and children. Shipping
in meats and produce from Western countries isn’t the
answer, Lila says, because villagers in many countries are
wary of unfamiliar foods.

INSTITUTE
“During the famine in Ethiopia, the U.S. Agency for
International Development brought in corn, but many
people simply would not eat it because it was foreign,”
she says. “They just aren’t receptive to food that is not
their own food — even if they’re starving.”

In addition, the logistical and economic challenges of
delivering food to millions of people across the region are
well-nigh insurmountable. But thanks to a grant from the
Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, Lila has teamed up
with a local nongovernmental organization to launch a
pilot program in three Zambian villages. If the program’s
early success is replicated on a larger scale, it could
significantly reduce the incidence of chronic malnutrition in
many African countries.
Her idea is simple: teach villagers how to use some of
the crops they harvest during the rainy season to create
a shelf-stable protein powder. Then, in the dry season,

the powder can be easily added to nshima to boost its
nutritional value. The only equipment villagers would need
is a low-cost, solar-powered dehydrator.
“It doesn’t take much,” Lila says. “It’s a simple process, so
they can make it right in the village. That’s the key to the
whole thing.”

ABOVE: In her lab on the
North Carolina Research Campus
in Kannapolis, N.C., Mary Ann Lila,
center, works to trace the chemical
pathways inside plants.
•

Once that key is turned, it unlocks a myriad of nutrients
— protein from soy and peanuts, phytochemicals from
fruits and vegetables — that are abundant in the crops
Zambians grow during the rainy season.
What’s more, harnessing these naturally occurring
plant compounds isn’t just an innovative way to combat
malnutrition in Africa; it’s the basis for a wide range of
human health advances.
continued
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traditionally used for medicinal purposes.
“When there’s a long history of human use, there’s
usually a reason behind it,” Lila says.
For example, although Alaska natives have used
herbal remedies made from wild berries for
centuries, Western medicine didn’t recognize
their anti-infective properties until 20 years ago.
Lila believes tribal elders made the connection by
observing animal behavior.
“They realized that when a bear was wounded, it
would go right to the berry plants and eat them,” she
says. “If a bear goes there when it’s wounded, there
must be something to the berry plants.”
• ABOVE: A protein powder
made from soy and peanuts helps
women in a Zambian village feed
their children nutritious meals during
the country’s dry season.

Her idea is simple: teach villagers
how to use some of the crops they
harvest during the rainy season to
create a shelf-stable protein powder.
Then, in the dry season, the powder
can be easily added to nshima to
boost its nutritional value. The only
equipment villagers would need is a

THE WONDERS OF PHYTOCHEMICALS
Since it was founded five years ago under Lila’s leadership,
the Plants for Human Health Institute has worked to unlock
the mysteries of phytochemicals, the bioactive agents that
give plants their color, flavor, taste and smell. Anthocyanins,
for example, are the pigments responsible for the dark
skin of the blueberry and the rosy blush of the red apple.
Phenolic acids give vanilla and licorice their complex aromas
and put the zing in chili peppers.
In fact, Lila explains, plants are composed of “a complex
cornucopia of chemicals” numbering in the thousands.
Their beauty, it turns out, is more than skin deep. There’s
mounting evidence that some phytochemicals have
beneficial properties, including the ability to reduce
inflammation, prevent obesity, relieve pain and lower the
risk for diseases like cancer and stroke.
The field is wide open for research, and the Plants
for Human Health Institute has quickly emerged as a
global leader — literally. Lila travels around the world,
leading teams of graduate students and researchers on
bioexplorations to discover and test the healing power
of plants. In addition to her work in sub-Saharan Africa,
she has ongoing research projects in central Asia, Egypt,
Mexico, Australia and New Zealand.

Once Lila and her team have identified plants with potential
human health benefits, they recruit local students to work
with them on research projects studying the plants. They
train the students to collect and prepare samples of plant
material and to run a series of bioassays — lab tests that
can be done in the field. By involving the local community,
from elders to youngsters, Lila ensures that any intellectual
property developed through the research will bring a direct
economic benefit to the participants.
“We’re not taking their plants and going off to our lab to
make discoveries and keep all the credit,” she says. “We’re
right out in the field with them. They get credit and the
potential to license the discoveries if it goes that way.
But they also get their traditional ecological knowledge
validated.”
That last point is an important one. In many native
communities, elders worry that young people don’t value
their traditional foods and medicines anymore, Lila explains.
“Young people want fast food. They don’t really care
about wild berries or buffalo or things that are part of their
traditional diet.”
Involving school-age children in local research projects may
help change that. Participation in research also sparks an
interest in science in many young minds.

low-cost, solar-powered dehydrator.
“The sky’s the limit in terms of edible plant material and
what it can do for human health,” she says.

NATIVE WISDOM
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On recent trips to Alaska, Lila and her team conducted
research in Seldovia, a tiny fishing village on the Kenai
Peninsula; Akutan, an island in the eastern Aleutians; and
Point Hope, a village on the North Slope, above the Arctic
Circle. At each location they worked with local village elders
and shamans to identify plants that native tribes have
research.ncsu.edu

“It’s a turn-on experience for the kids to get to do hands-on
scientific research with their own local plant material,” Lila
says. “And it shows them the value of their own resources.”

THE FRINGE OF SURVIVAL
There’s a reason Lila travels to the far reaches of the globe
to conduct her research. Whatever their similarities in taste,
a berry grown in North Carolina is much different from a
berry grown in Alaska.

“The plants up there are on the fringe of survival,” Lila
says. “They accumulate all kinds of natural chemicals to
ward off the ravages of the environment.”
For example, in the far north of Alaska, plants must
adapt to days with 23 hours of sunlight during the
growing season. “If you had that much ultraviolet light
hitting a berry in the lower 48, the berry would be fried,”
she says.
However, berries in Alaska have evolved an
extraordinary complement of phytochemicals to
help them avoid sun damage and survive in extreme
conditions.
“When a human eats the berry, those same
phytochemicals that protect the berry interact with
targets inside the human body, like membrane receptors, to
ward off chronic human disease,” Lila explains.
In fact, the institute’s tests have shown that a variety
of indigenous Alaskan berries — bog blueberries, blue
huckleberries, salmonberries and mossberries — constitute
“superfruits” with powerful antioxidants capable of offsetting
multiple human health concerns, including cardiovascular
disease, DNA oxidative damage, neurodegeneration, cancer
cell growth, bacterial infections and metabolic syndromes.
The implications are exciting, Lila explains, pointing to the
potential for sweeping advances in the treatment and
prevention of some of the world’s most widespread and
costly human diseases.
One such disease is diabetes, a chronic condition affecting
285 million people worldwide that is caused by the body’s
inability to properly regulate blood sugar. The prescription
drug most commonly used to treat the disease, Metformin,
works by suppressing glucose production in the liver.
If clinical trials of phytochemicals continue to show promising
results, Lila says, people may someday opt for a plant-based
method to manage the disease.
“What we’ve shown in animals is that within six hours
of consuming blueberries, blood glucose dropped to a
comparable or lower level than if they had been given
Metformin,” she says. “That’s pretty strong, because
Metformin is expensive and blueberries are not.”
The team’s research in Alaska also has the potential to
advance the economic prosperity of native tribes. In an
article published in the Journal of Entrepreneurship, Lila and
co-authors Joshua Kellogg, a graduate research assistant,
and Clyde Higgs, vice president for business development at
the North Carolina Research Campus, say a start-up company
operated in partnership with Alaska natives could find a
market for the wild berries through health-conscious retailers

such as Trader Joe’s and Whole Foods Market.
The market for superfoods — defined as foods that are rich
in specific nutrients and antioxidants — has doubled in the
past decade in Europe and the United States, the researchers
note, and industry publications report that more than 50
percent of consumers respond favorably to products branded
as antioxidants.
It’s not hard to see why antioxidant products are popular.
Oxidative stress, caused by particles called free radicals,
damages cells and plays a significant role in many human
diseases as well as the aging process. Antioxidants act as
free-radical scavengers, inhibiting oxidative stress.

PATHWAYS TO HEALTH
In addition to Alaskan wild berries, Lila and her team have
tested dozens of plants with the potential to improve human
health, from the Chilean wineberry found in South America’s
temperate rain forests to the muscadine grape, native to the
American South.
TOP: Horticultural scientist Jeremy
Pattison works to adapt North Carolina
strawberries to the state’s growing season.
• BOTTOM: Researcher Slavko
Komarnytsky uses bacteria from human
saliva to screen for novel bioactive
compounds in plants.
•

After returning home from bioexplorations in the shadow of
the Andes or on the Arctic tundra of Alaska’s North Slope,
the researchers hardly have time to unpack before diving
back into work. And they have plenty to explore right inside
their well-equipped laboratory in Kannapolis, where they
analyze the effects of phytochemicals using nuclear magnetic
resonance, mass spectrometry and high-performance liquid
chromatography.
To fully harness the power of phytochemicals for human
health, researchers need to map the chemical reactions
that happen inside plants as they adapt to environmental
stressors, such as UV light or cold climates. Once these
complex pathways are understood, they can be used to
engineer plants with specific properties that promote health
or prevent disease.
continued
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pathway that leads to high fiber in the oats used in breakfast
cereal, and that’s exactly what we did,” Lila says. “They
formulate questions, we formulate research plans to study
and answer them.”
The project also draws on expertise from university partners
including bioinformatics researchers at UNC–Charlotte and
plant scientists at NC State, among others.
Eric Jackson, principal scientist with General Mills and a
member of the project’s leadership team, coordinates the
genetic mapping, sequencing and annotation portion of the
project. He believes the students’ work will swiftly translate
to better products in the marketplace.
Here, too, the Plants for Human Health Institute has taken
the lead.
“We’re working with sophisticated computer software and
systems to elucidate these chemical pathways that have
never been looked at before,” Lila says. “It requires huge
interactive teams to get to these answers, and nobody’s
been able to put them together.”

TOP: Lila and her team of researchers
analyze phytochemicals using advanced
techniques, such as high-performance
liquid chromatography.
• BOTTOM: Students in the
Plant Pathways Elucidation Project
or P 2EP, get real-world experience
mapping plant genomes.

•

.
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It’s not just big food companies that are excited about the
research coming out of the Plants for Human Health Institute.
Lila has been working with the United States Army to develop
better ration packs for soldiers in the field.

“We want to know what the plant makes, how the plant
makes it, and what good that product is for human health,”
Lila says. “That’s really what we’re getting at.”

At the Plants for Human Health Institute, researchers have
perfected a simple and effective technology that allows them
to concentrate phytochemical compounds into a protein-rich
soy flour while excluding water, sugars and fats. The result is
a tasty protein bar with immune-boosting properties.

For example, it may not be enough to measure a plant’s
antioxidant capacity, she says. Researchers really need
to know whether plant phytochemicals act directly on
antioxidant mechanisms, or whether they work indirectly by
influencing cellular signaling.

“One of our industry partners asked us to figure out the
research.ncsu.edu

REAL-WORLD SOLUTIONS

Until now, that is. Last summer, with nearly $1 million in
funding from the University of North Carolina General
Administration and significant support from the Duke Energy
Foundation and other donors, the institute launched an
ambitious project to explore the inner workings of plants in
relation to human health. The Plant Pathways Elucidation
Project gives dozens of college students from across the
state the opportunity to conduct hands-on research every
summer under the guidance of Ph.D. students, university
faculty and industry research leaders. Working in six labs,
the students are tasked with mapping plant genomes and
then charting specific chemical pathways that may lead to
products with health-improving properties.

The project is an innovative collaboration that leverages the
strengths of the research campus, home to some of North
Carolina’s top universities as well as industry giants such
as General Mills, Monsanto and Dole Nutrition Research.
The 350-acre campus was founded in 2008 by Dole Foods
owner David H. Murdock.

10

“This project will give us the tools to create better varieties
of blueberries, strawberries, oats, broccoli and other crops
we focus on down the road,” he says. “Once we map
the pathways, we can start developing practical, applied
technologies to get the science to the table and benefit
human health.”

“The army is interested in working with us because they need
to find some easy way to deliver the immune protection that
you get from fruits and vegetables to their people in the field,”
she says. “And they need it in a palatable form, in a form that
tastes good to the soldiers.”
Soldiers are picky eaters, she says, liable to toss out anything
in their ration packs that doesn’t look interesting.

It’s just what the army ordered, Lila says, and could eventually
replace the unpopular items in ration packs.
Lila’s work has also drawn the attention of Rafael Correa,
president of the Republic of Ecuador, who toured the North
Carolina Research Campus with 60 government officials in the
fall of 2012. Correa plans to launch a similar research venture
in Yachay, a planned city of science and technology under
construction in Ecuador’s northern province of Imbabura.
“He wants to support bioexploration and has asked us to
help train his faculty,” says Lila, who has conducted extensive

research in Ecuador’s Galápagos Islands. Rain forests cover
a third of the South American country, making Ecuador one
of the most biodiverse environments in the world.
Closer to home, Lila recently began working with the
North Carolina company Metabolon to collect data in
the pioneering field of metabolomics, the study of how
metabolites — such as vitamins, nucleotides, antioxidants
and amino acids — move through and act upon the body.
“When you eat a berry, the phytochemicals don’t just stay in
your bloodstream; they’re broken down into a lot of pieces
that are dispersed to many targets, different body fluids
and tissues,” Lila explains. “Now we can measure that. It’s
beautiful.”
It’s also high-powered teamwork. Researchers at
Metabolon recently collaborated with scientists at the
Plants for Human Health Institute and Appalachian State
University’s Human Performance Laboratory, which is
also housed at the North Carolina Research Campus in
Kannapolis. The researchers used metabolomics to measure
oxidative stress and inflammation in long-distance runners
who ate a protein bar infused with phytochemicals. The
results of that study, published in the Journal of Proteome
Research, will likely lead to more interdisciplinary efforts.
But the real beauty of metabolomics is its potential to
help health providers tailor dietary recommendations to an
individual’s metabolic profile.
“If you tell somebody that a plant is anticancer or cardioprotective or antidiabetic or reduces attention deficit
disorder, the next question is, how much do I have to eat?
That’s the hard question because there is no universal
recommendation,” Lila says. “It falls under the umbrella of
individualized nutrition. It depends on the body’s genome
and how well a plant acts biomedically in the body.”
That’s one of the reasons medical doctors often resist giving
nutritional advice and rely almost entirely on pharmaceutical
products to treat diseases. Those days may be coming to a
close.
“With metabolomics and genomics and the sophisticated
instrumentation we have on this campus, we can get to
those answers that were just pie in the sky before,” Lila
says.

STRAWBERRY FIELDS FOREVER
Even as the Plants for Human Health Institute stretches to
meet health needs on a global scale, it remains intimately
tied to North Carolina’s agricultural industry — particularly
the state’s small farmers. That connection is reinforced by
NC State’s mission as a leading land-grant institution.

A case in point is ongoing work by a team of scientists,
extension agents and marketing experts to help North
Carolina farmers capture a larger share of the increasing
consumer demand for strawberries. Horticultural scientist
Jeremy Pattison, an expert in strawberry breeding and
genetics, believes the state is well positioned to meet the
demand.

•

To do that, he says, researchers must find ways to extend
the growing season, maximize fruit quality and improve the
stability of the crop after it’s harvested.

“This project will give us the tools

Jonathan Baros, an agricultural economist who works
with Pattison at the institute in Kannapolis, says the key is
developing a strawberry that’s tailored to the North Carolina
climate.

blueberries, strawberries, oats,

ABOVE: Doctoral student Christine
Bradish works with horticultural scientist
Penelope Perkins-Veazie to investigate the
potential for watermelon to reduce skin
damage from ultraviolet radiation.

to create better varieties of

broccoli and other crops.”
— ERIC

JACKSON, GENERAL MILLS

“We’re looking at creating a North Carolina-specific variety
of strawberry that can provide the yield and the quality
and characteristics that our consumers want and that can
compete with products from Florida and California,” he says.
“You can get that Florida strawberry here, but it may have
no flavor because it’s been bred to have a longer shelf life.
We could produce a North Carolina variety and get it in
our grocery stores faster, and that would result in a better
product, a tastier product.”
Researchers and staff from NC State and the Plants for
Human Health Institute are also working to help growers
better manage their financial resources, diagnose diseases in
their plants via a smartphone app, reduce product loss across
the supply chain, improve the quality of their soil and acquire
energy-efficient cooling systems, among other things.
“We want to help farmers,” says Justin Moore, the
institute’s communications chief. “We want to promote
growth in the industry.”
Sometimes that help is financial. For the past five years,
the institute has been awarded USDA Rural Cooperative
continued
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Development Grants averaging $200,000 annually. Working
with professor Blake Brown and NC State’s Department
of Agricultural and Resource Economics, the institute has
administered these funds to help growers with a range of
business-related needs, from feasibility studies to marketing
plans. And the institute’s value-added cost-sharing program
has helped underwrite up to 50 percent of the cost of
qualifying farm equipment for many agricultural businesses.
“Science is a universal language.
If you can focus on the resources
of a place and what makes it special,

“What makes this institute unique is that we’re one of the
few in the nation — and the only one in the state — that
combines research and extension faculty in the same place
for cross-disciplinary interaction,” Moore says. “Do more, do
it faster, do it better. That’s the key to what we do here.”

then a lot of good interaction

HAND IN HAND

can happen and the political

Institute director Lila agrees that public service and public
research are intrinsically linked. As she surveys her travel
schedule for the coming year, she stops at the page for
March, when she’ll be in Jerusalem.

boundaries can come down.”
— MARY

ANN LILA

“I’ll be continuing work on a bioexploration project in the
Middle East,” she explains. “It’s funded by the European

Union and includes both Israelis and Palestinians.”
Israelis and Palestinians share more than a common
homeland; they share the same plants, too.
“Science is a universal language. If you can focus on the
resources of a place and what makes it special, then
a lot of good interaction can happen and the political
boundaries can come down,” Lila says. “So they’ll be doing
bioexploration together, side by side.”
After that, she’ll be back in the lab, seeking to elucidate the
pathways phytochemicals take to penetrate the blood-brain
barrier. That work, following up on a discovery she made in
2010 with a team of researchers from Purdue University, the
University of Illinois and the University of Alabama, could
lead to revolutionary treatments for Alzheimer’s disease,
Parkinson’s disease and other cognitive disorders.
“We’re trying to figure out which of these compounds go
to which section of the brain, how long they are persistent
in the interstitial fluid of the brain and what we can do to
improve cognitive function and communication between
brain cells,” she explains. “That’s the next challenge.”

IN THE HOME:

All fruits and vegetables are beneficial to human health in some way. They work together in synergy, which means that as food digests,
two or more nutrients combine to do what neither could do as well by itself. Understanding all of the healthy compounds in fresh produce can be overwhelming,
but that’s exactly what researchers at the Plants for Human Health Institute are doing. As a result, we know that the colors of fruits and vegetables say a lot
about their health benefits. Discover what the colors in your favorite fruits or vegetables mean, and make as colorful a plate as possible!

REDS: Two key plant
compounds responsible
for reddish pigments
are anthocyanins and
lycopene. Research
shows they are
effective against
cancer, heart disease,
age-related illnesses,
chronic inflammation,
osteoporosis and
diabetes.
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YELLOWS/ORANGES:
Sources of carotenoids,
flavonoids, lutein,
lycopene, potassium and
vitamin C. These nutrients
help prevent heart
disease, boost immunity,
lower blood pressure
and cholesterol, promote
healthy joints and reduce
the risk of cancer.

GREENS: Contain beta
carotene, calcium, fiber,
folate, lutein, magnesium
and vitamin C, which
work in synergy to
lower the risk of certain
cancers and heart
disease, protect against
inflammatory diseases
and osteoporosis, and
aid in bowel health and
weight management.

BLUES/PURPLES: Contain
powerful phytcohemicals
like anthocyanins and
phenols, which protect
against cancer, are healthy
for the heart and memory,
and can combat the aging
process and degenerative
diseases like Alzheimer’s.

WHITES/TANS: White
fruits and vegetables,
though colorless, actually
contain many vitamins
and phytochemicals, like
allacin, beta glucans and
flavonoids. White, tan and
brown produce help lower
blood pressure, maintain
cholesterol, promote heart
health and lower the risk
of some types of cancers.

The National Weather Service
office on Centennial Campus uses
the Advanced Weather Interactive
Processing System to prepare
forecasts. The hardware and

Weather Service

software allow forecasters to view
many types of meteorological data
on one system.

All-Weather Partnership

NOA A Forecas t Of fice Infor ms, Teaches
B y

T

imes have certainly changed since farmers used
weather vanes to tell them what the weather might
do next. Now we rely on the NEXRAD Doppler radar
system, computerized environmental models that use
precise satellite observations of the earth and sky, and
state-of-the-art telecommunications.

These sophisticated tools and many others constitute
a web of technology that tracks weather patterns and
predicts them with increasing — and often uncanny —
accuracy.
Helping to operate this network are 21 employees of
the National Weather Service’s Raleigh office, located
in the Research III building on NC State’s Centennial
Campus. The NWS, part of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration, is celebrating its 20th year
on the campus, making it one of the earliest adopters
of the Centennial partnership model. Meteorologist-in-

G e n e

P i n d e r

“Our relationship with NC State University

Charge Darin Figurskey says it’s been a good fit.
“Our relationship with North Carolina State University has
enabled the NWS in Raleigh to easily collaborate and
investigate forecast and warning challenges with faculty,
students and important partners like the North Carolina
State Climate Office,” he says. “The result has been an
improved understanding of the atmosphere and better
tools for the NWS staff.” For the people of central North
Carolina, that means more accurate and timely forecasts
for weather of all types, including dangerous severe
thunderstorms and hazardous winter weather.

has enabled the NWS in Raleigh to easily
collaborate and investigate forecast and
warning challenges with faculty, students
and important partners like the North
Carolina State Climate Office. The result
has been an improved understanding of

The NWS office here tracks weather patterns for more
than 4.4 million residents in a region bounded by the
Greensboro/Winston-Salem area on the west, the
Virginia border to the north, Fayetteville to the south and
the I-95 traffic corridor on the east. Not surprisingly, it’s a

the atmosphere and better tools for the
NWS staff.”

— DA R I N F I G U R S K E Y
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ABOVE: The National Weather Service’s
Raleigh Forecast Office has seven
NC State graduates. They include, from
left, Michael Moneypenny, who has been
in the office all 20 years NWS has been
on Centennial Campus, Jonathan Blaes,
Brandon Vincent and Brandon Locklear.

•

24/7 operation, 365 days a year. Three meteorologists staff
the office most of the time, while two staff members keep
an eye on things during the overnight shifts.
NC State interns often assist the professional team.
Figurskey estimates that nearly 100 students have worked
in the Centennial Campus office since it opened its doors.
The experience has provided a wealth of experience to the
future meteorologists and scientists.
“The interns have learned from the Raleigh staff the
importance of the lifesaving mission of the NWS,” he notes.

“Many former NC State interns
are contributing to the NWS
across the nation.”
— DA R I N F I G U R S K E Y

14
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“Many former NC State interns are contributing to the
NWS across the nation. We’ve also gained a lot from the
interns, as their research with NC State faculty has helped
us improve our forecast techniques and computer models.
Students have been right there with the NWS staff sharing
a critical message with the public about the need to be
‘Weather Ready’ for all the types of weather conditions.”
NWS Raleigh staff also routinely work with state and
local emergency managers, planners and other community
partners. Figurskey, in particular, is a leader on the NOAA
steering committee that encourages collaboration among
NOAA line offices and other NOAA-funded programs in the
Carolinas, such as North Carolina Sea Grant and the North

research.ncsu.edu

Carolina Institute for Climate Studies, both hosted by
NC State.
Tornadoes, hurricanes and heavy thunderstorms
obviously generate a lot of attention, but NWS tracks
other weather events as well, such as flood watches,
wind and heat advisories and fire alerts. Depending
on the expected weather in a seven-day period,
forecasters often divide their work activity by delegating
responsibility for the first 24 to 48 hours to one person,
while a longer time frame goes to a second forecaster.
Together they create the week-ahead forecast, which
includes sky conditions, temperature, wind and the
chance of precipitation. They also compose a number
of other forecasts and alerts as needed, such as the
Hazardous Weather Outlook.
For all of the scientific progress in weather forecasting,
human observation and evaluation still play a critical
role. When different environmental models yield differing
predictions, forecasters must draw upon their skill and
experience to either choose one model over another or
combine the results into one overarching prediction.
It’s a skill any farmer who watches the weather closely
can appreciate.

Pinehurst No. 2 Goes Native for U.S. Opens
B y

GOING NATIVE
•

Gradually, native plants were carried

back to No. 2 by Sandhill breezes

and native birds or emerged from
the uncovered seed bank in the
sandy soil. Some offered lovely
bursts of color against the khakiand-brown background, like the soft
yellow flowers of the pineweed, the
juicy red fruit of the Eastern prickly
pear or the tiny pink flowers of the
“Kiss Me Quick” pigweed.

T i m

P e e l e r

ABOVE: Native plants return to Pinehurst’s famed course. From left, pink purslane, fleabane, eastern prickly pear and pineweed.

W

hen the eyes of the golf world
turn to the North Carolina Sandhills in
June for the U.S. Men’s and Women’s
Opens, you’d think the people at the
Pinehurst Resort and Country Club
would want the renowned No. 2 golf
course to be perfect.

After all, the United States Golf
Association is attempting to do
something that’s never been tried with
its two premier national championships
by holding them on the same course
on consecutive weeks. It’s perhaps the
most daring action the staid ruling body
for American golf has ever tried — and
the glare of the spotlight will be blinding.
But if viewers cast their gaze off the
course’s fairways, they’re in for a
surprise. The grounds now abound with
a variety of native plants, giving the
course a simple, natural feel. That’s by
design.
Despite previous attempts to the
contrary, Pinehurst has never been a
pristine playground among the Carolina
pines. The famous greens and the
narrow fairways may be perfect, but
they’re surrounded by scruffy patches
of sand and pine straw between stately
pine trees.

To help manage what grows in those
areas off the fairways, a research team
from NC State, led by crop scientist
Danesha Seth Carley, has spent the last
three years helping Pinehurst determine
what native grasses and plants the
world will see when the famous course
is once again on display throughout the
month of June.

A BOLD REBUILD
Built in 1907 and lovingly maintained
by master architect Donald Ross for
decades, No. 2 course went through
a radical restoration in 2010, as
accomplished player Ben Crenshaw
and noted architect Bill Coore stripped
out everything outside the fairways
and returned the course to Ross’
original design.
There is zero rough — the tall grass off
the fairways that the USGA typically
grows up to four inches tall for its
championships. The course still has its
signature turtle-back greens and lush,
though significantly squeezed, fairways.
Hundreds of acres of Bermuda rough
that had been rolled off the fairways
when others tried to “improve” the
course were removed. Now, instead of

landing in tall grass, an errant shot will
end up in sand or on pine straw.

In addition to the 200,000 sprigs of
native wire grass that Pinehurst loves
to use in the natural areas of all eight of
its courses, there was little else on the
grounds of No. 2 other than pine cones
and gray squirrels.

For Carley and her students, it was an
unprecedented blank slate that allowed
them to study how plants return to their
native environment, recovering from
decades of importing ornamental plants
for landscape aesthetics more than for
their sustainability. Azaleas in spring
may be gorgeous on television, but the
ones used on most golf courses are
an introduced species in the Southern
states.
Gradually, native plants were carried
back to No. 2 by Sandhill breezes
and native birds or emerged from the
uncovered seed bank in the sandy
soil. Some offered lovely bursts of
color against the khaki-and-brown
background, like the soft yellow flowers
of the pineweed, the juicy red fruit
of the Eastern prickly pear or the tiny
pink flowers of the “Kiss Me Quick”
pigweed.
continued
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LEFT: Pinehurst plays host to the U.S.
Men’s Open and U.S. Women’s Open golf
championships on consecutive weekends
this summer. • BELOW: Crop scientist
Danesha Seth Carley finds the native
plant lambsear on Pinehurst No. 2.
•

Others were as unwanted as a doublebogey, just begging for a good dose of
Roundup.
“One of the tricky things about identifying plants on a golf course is that it is
an artificial setting,” Carley says. “What
we are trying to do here is encourage
the desired native species to grow in
the areas around the golf course.”
Carley and her team identified some
75 native species that sprung up
in and around the ragged natural
areas of the course. They helped the
maintenance staff identify the plants
that should be allowed to flourish,
developing a biodiversity of plant life
that will allow the course to become
more environmentally sustainable and
maintenance friendly.
“We originally came down here to say,
‘Here’s what you’ve got,’” Carley says.
“What we ended up doing was making
a broader biological survey, with plant
counts and a process for identifying the
plants that need to stay and those that
need to go. The plants that stay, in other
circumstances, might be considered
weeds.”
The off-the-fairway environment will be
an important part of the competition, if
one of the world’s best golfers happens
to hit an errant shot off the tee or miss
one of the imposing greens on an
approach shot.
16
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“It’s one thing for them to miss a shot
and end up in four-inch rough, because
the best golfers know what to expect
when they hit off of grass like that,”
says Bob Farren, Pinehurst’s director
of golf maintenance and grounds. “But
if a ball rolls behind some native wire
grass, or up against a native plant or
into the soft sand instead of hardpan,
they really don’t know what to expect.
“It will be a big part of the competition
this summer.”

A BENEFICIAL CHANGE
The radical transformation at
Pinehurst has been called “the boldest
renovation in golf course history,”
mainly because it returns the property
to its starker, pre-World War II look,
before developers thought the best
way to make a golf course attractive
was to put down a thick carpet of
Bermuda grass that needs a lot of
water to grow and heavy equipment to
maintain.
The native plants that emerged since
the course reopened are much easier
to maintain. They need less water and
little cultivation. Carley saw similar
results when NC State was building its
Lonnie Poole Golf Course on Centennial
Campus, an open-to-the-public course
that is also used as a massive outdoor
laboratory for turfgrass management
and professional golf management

students. The Audubon Silver-rated
course, built by the Arnold Palmer
Design Group, opened in 2009 and is
recognized for its use of native grasses
and plants.

Last year, during a rainy growing season,
the course used just nine million gallons
of water to supplement the area’s 61
inches of rainfall, down from the 50
million gallons it used before the redesign.

Carley and her students developed
guidebooks for the maintenance staff
to use, identifying which plants were
pleasing and necessary to keep and
which needed to be sprayed with weed
killer. For No. 2 course superintendent
Kevin Robinson and assistant
superintendent John Jeffries — both
NC State graduates — it was a helpful
way to educate their staff and allow
native plants to flourish.

The research done at No. 2 could
eventually improve North Carolina’s
$2.3 billion golf industry, which includes
556 golf courses, 52 stand-alone driving
ranges and 44 miniature courses and
some 53,000 jobs across the state.

“Our goal was to enhance the
biodiversity of the course and improve
its sustainability,” Carley said. “It’s the
perfect place to study this because the
redesign took the rough down to its
original subsurface.”
One of the first things that redesign
architects Coore and Crenshaw did was
remove some 700 sprinkler heads from
the intricate irrigation system.

“While every course is different, the
concepts we are trying to introduce are
the same: increase biodiversity, increase
the wild habitat, decrease the chemicals
and water needed to sustain the course,”
Carley says. “This was the perfect place
to start.”
The crowds watching this summer’s
championships will be huge, but the
audience will also include industry
professionals who will be interested in
how the rebuilt and refurbished course,
and all of its native plants, will maintain
the traffic and recover from the USGA’s
boldest experiment.

How Cool Is This?
Student projec t spur s
biomed s t ar tup
B y

M

oments matter when
someone goes into cardiac arrest.
Quickly cooling the patient can
limit neurological damage and buy
precious time to get to a hospital.
That message — with an NC
State twist — is resonating from
the Research Triangle to the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office and
international medical technology
circles. In December, federal officials
issued a final patent for a technology
developed by biomedical engineer
Andrew DiMeo and five of his NC
State College of Engineering senior
design students in 2007–8.
“Therapeutic hypothermia is when you
lower the body temperature to help
slow down the cellular metabolism,”
explains Tony Voiers, CEO and
co-founder of Novocor Medical
Systems. Voiers and DiMeo founded
the company last year to license the
new technology.

•

K a t i e

M o s h e r

BIOMED
STARTUP

ABOVE: The intersection of Initiative Way and Entrepreneur Drive marks a corner and a mission on Centennial Campus.

The goal of therapeutic hypothermia
is to use ice-cold saline as soon as
possible. The NC State students
developed a technology to use an
endothermic chemical reaction similar to
cold packs to cool the saline during the
infusion process.
Novocor’s first medical device, known
as HypoCore, is in its final refinement
stages. Company leaders anticipate
regulatory submission to the Food and
Drug Administration later this year so
it can be cleared and in rescue vehicles
by 2015.
The device’s “elegantly simple“ design
and its potential to help some of the
500,000 heart attack patients per year
are key factors generating investor interest, notes Peyton Anderson, a founder
of SciQuest and a mentor to Novocor
through the Blackstone Entrepreneurs
Network. “The product can increase
quality of life while also reducing overall
health care costs,” Anderson says.

The cooling technology has taken
years to travel from initial concept
through business development
to the marketplace. That process
has involved two dozen or more
undergraduate and graduate students,
professionals in the university’s
Office of Technology Transfer and
expert entrepreneurs, DiMeo notes.

The goal of therapeutic

Kelly Sexton, NC State’s director of
technology transfer, is delighted to
see DiMeo’s years of dedicated effort
come to fruition. “We are hopeful
that Novocor will soon have a product
on the market that will save patients’
lives,” she says. “That is the real
payoff for this type of innovation.”

chemical reaction similar to cold

hypothermia is to use ice-cold
saline as soon as possible.

The NC State students developed
a technology to use an endothermic

packs to cool the saline during
the infusion process.

STUDENT INITIATIVE
In their undergraduate days, before
they married, Kathryn Sauer Cox
and Nathan Cox were emergency
medical technicians. Many times they
continued
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TRIANGLE-WIDE
SUPPORT
At that time, Voiers knew that the
corporation where he was working
would be closing its North Carolina
operations. He focused on finding a
topic for a startup. “Tony wanted to
put in some elbow grease,” DiMeo
says. “That is when things took off. It
was an incredible inflection point.”

ABOVE: Novocor is led by, from left, co-founders Tony Voiers, an NC State alum, and Andrew DiMeo, whose students’ project led to a
patent, along with Javier de Ana.
•

responded to patients having heart
attacks. Even though Wake County
was an early leader in cooling these
patients in the field, front-line EMTs
often would lose precious minutes
waiting for a supervisor to arrive with
refrigerated saline.
The Coxes’ EMT experiences fueled
brainstorming for a biomedical device
that they would design for the senior
course with DiMeo. Working with
teammates Steven Grove, Samuel
Lee and Luke Oltmans, they met with
experts at Wake County Emergency
Medical Services and WakeMed
Hospital.
The team identified specific problems
that EMTs had in trying to cool
patients. Then they developed and
refined their prototype device to
solve those problems. “We had to
look at the market and where we
could insert ourselves,” Nate Cox
adds.
In the years since, Kat Cox — now
an emergency medicine resident at
Duke University — has gained even
more perspective on therapeutic
hypothermia. “It is the standard of
care,” she says.
Nate Cox is a process engineer with
Novartis in Holly Springs. Others
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on the original student team moved
away to focus on careers in research,
prosthetics and pharmaceuticals,
but they have been updated on the
patent process and the company’s
development.

FACULTY FACTOR
DiMeo vividly recalls a discussion with
the team. “Users asked for something
portable and rechargeable,” he says
of the “a-ha” moment. “But what they
needed was on-demand cooling —
something we determined could be
done without any power at all.”
The discussion led to a burst of
diagramming. “The value seemed
instantaneous,” DiMeo says, citing
existing clinical studies on the role of
cooling patients.
Over several years, he made sure the
ball never got dropped, knowing the
technology had a niche.
NC State tech transfer experts worked
with DiMeo to explore potential
interest from existing companies.
When that option did not work out,
he suggested that an undergraduate
management class taught by Richard
Kouri take on the business plan as a
class project. Kouri is executive director
of the BioSciences Management

Initiative in the Poole College of
Management.
Keegan Guizard, who was studying
entrepreneurship and supply chain
management, was a team leader
on the business plan project. “I was
interested in the technology and in the
amount of good it could do for patients
in emergency situations,” he recalls.
The class provided strong professional
experiences for Guizard, now founder
of Collegiate Skate Tour. He is also
a founding fellow of ThinkHouse
Raleigh, a co-living space for new
entrepreneurs working to launch
companies.
DiMeo also teaches a graduate class
in the joint UNC–Chapel Hill and NC
State biomedical engineering program.
Volunteer mentors for the class
included Voiers and Javier de Ana.
One semester, the graduate students
were looking for ideas that could
generate startups. DiMeo opened
his senior design archive. A team
immediately latched onto the cooling
concept. “They picked up the torch,”
he explains, noting that even more
UNC–CH students became involved
through a Launching the Venture
course sequence in the Kenan-Flagler
Business School.

de Ana moved to the Triangle after
his employer identified the strengths
of the universities and the business
climate here as key elements for business operations. And he was eager to
be part of the new venture with Voiers
and DiMeo. “In a startup, you are
wearing a lot of hats. That is where
I thrive: constantly thinking of new
ideas,” adds de Ana, who now leads
product development for Novocor.
At the 2013 international TEDMED
conference focusing on medical
innovation, Novocor was one of just
50 startups showcased in a strategic
setting known as The Hive. The crowd
responded to the “tangible outcome”
of the cooling technology, Voiers says.
“Normally a company will develop
a product and then try to show the
value.”

At the 2013 Southeast Bio meeting,
Novocor won the Early Stage Company
competition. That award followed
funding from the NC IDEA competition,
a loan from the North Carolina
Biotechnology Center, and other
investments.
“Our whole community has pitched
in to help this company,” Anderson
says. “It is good to help bright young
entrepreneurs. I have made mistakes
over 20 years. If I can help someone
else learn from those mistakes, I will.”
Novocor uses administrative space at
HQ Raleigh and lab space in Chapel
Hill. The team schedules meetings
in Durham coffee shops. “We made
a decision to do as much as we can
within the Triangle region,” Voiers
notes, citing local experts in design
engineering and production, regulatory
affairs, business and patent law,
contract manufacturing and even
machine shops that quickly adapt or
update the working prototypes.
“We can meet face to face, do things
in real time,” he adds. “And not have a
big travel budget.”

Charles Brady, who earned his NC
State bachelor’s degree, recalls
DiMeo’s excitement over Novocor’s
incorporation. “I went up after class
and said I would like to be involved. He
told me to read up on heat transfer.”
That initiative paid off. Brady started
working for Novocor last summer.
“My priority is teaching my current
students,” DiMeo says of his balance
between academics and the startup.
But the connection is clear in his
laboratory and office on NC State’s
Centennial Campus.
“Right here is the intersection of
Initiative Way and Entrepreneur Drive,”
he says, pointing out the window.
Each semester, he shares the Novocor
story. “I can say to students: You can
do this. Don’t let go. You can take
initiative and be entrepreneurs.”
Even if their lives take other turns,
students still may see their ideas in
the market. “I would love to be in the
emergency department and have a
patient come in with the device,”
Kat Cox says with a smile.

BELOW: NC State alumni have many roles in the Novocor story, including, from left,
Nathan Cox, Tony Voiers, Charles Brady and Kathryn Cox.
•

DAUGHERTY FUND BOOSTS STARTUPS

A

n NC State endowment fund established to bridge pure research and
product commercialization recently awarded grants to 11 startups.
The Richard L. and Marlene V. Daugherty Centennial Campus
Entrepreneurialism Endowment honors the retired IBM executive, who ran the
company’s Research Triangle Park area operations for 23 years, and his wife.
Daugherty is a trustee of the Kenan Institute at NC State and board member
for the university’s Entrepreneurship Initiative. He also served as director of the
Centennial Campus Partnership Office.
“This is a dynamic group of companies with strong scientific backgrounds,”
notes Leah Burton, director of Centennial Partnerships and fund coordinator.
“It’s exciting for the Daugherty Fund to have a hand in their early success.”
The companies showcase a spectrum of NC State expertise.
• Air Glow Inc. has developed an atmospheric plasma solution with
potential applications that include water and surface treatments, and
agricultural uses. Driven by electricity and ambient air, the solution exists
outside of a containment vessel, giving it great flexibility.
• Benanova Inc. develops antimicrobial products for disinfectant, cosmetic
and agricultural industries. Nature-inspired, environmentally benign nanoparticles combine high efficacy with a degradable design, offering antimicrobial/
antifungal protection while increasing safety for humans and the environment.
• BioCentric Media LLC has developed life-science mobile apps that can
be used in classrooms. OpenLab.Bones is designed for touch screen mobile
technologies, primarily tablets. The app is available from iTunes, Barnes and
Noble, Google Play and Amazon.
• Galaxy Diagnostics is commercializing medical diagnostic applications
for animal and human health. Its initial product, a patented microbial growth
medium, increases the sensitivity of Bartonella DNA detection, thus facilitating
a diagnosis of bartonellosis in patients with chronic illnesses.
• Harrison Analytic Technologies LLC is developing technology to provide
accurate state-of-charge and state-of-health estimations for rechargeable
batteries. It meets industry needs for better accuracy and reliability of battery
information, especially in electric vehicles.
• Mlinzi Group is developing a patented platform technology that enables
production of live vaccines capable of safely immunizing humans and animals
against disease-causing bacteria, such as Salmonella, E. coli and 2,600 other
species of the enteric bacteria family.
• Novocor Medical Systems is developing a device emergency responders
can use to quickly cool room-temperature saline to less than 3°C during the
infusion process. This is achieved through an endothermic chemical reaction.
• Polymer Braille Inc. seeks to develop and commercialize a new
generation, multiline to full-page Braille display, on which Braille dots can be
dynamically refreshed.
• RJL Interactive LLC is developing its first product: Drug2Market, an
educational computer game designed to help university students and industry
trainees learn about commercialization of new drug products.
• Scientific Organizational Solutions LLC is providing a new way to assess
interpersonal traits related to job performance. The software application seeks
to reduce the time required to take the assessment test and to make it more
difficult to fake.
• Tethis Inc. is developing a water filtration application based on a
superabsorbent polymer made from crosslinked materials that can be sourced
from agricultural and paper wastes. The product will bond with salts, heavy
metals and other dissolved ions in water.
research.ncsu.edu
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A NEW DAWN

A New Dawn for Solar Products
B y

•

I

n an unassuming industrial park on
the outskirts of Charlotte, a paradigm
shift is taking place behind high walls
of corrugated steel. Manufacturing
firm Livingston & Haven is finding
ways to make solar power more
portable — and more widely usable
— than ever before. The firm’s new
off-grid solar products include a solar
battery charger with soft, foldable
panels that can power a laptop
computer for eight hours; a solarpowered water purifier suitable for
use in disaster relief settings; and a
trailer-mounted solar array that can
power villages of up to 100 people in
the developing world.
For a company that didn’t sell a single
solar-powered product only two years
ago, those are some big changes.
Many U.S. manufacturers have been
forced to diversify and revamp their
20
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ABOVE: The North Carolina company Livingston & Haven has developed a trailer-mounted solar array.

business models since the economic
downturn of 2008. And L&H is no
exception.
“What was profitable before the
Great Recession isn’t profitable
anymore,” says Phil Mintz, associate
director of NC State’s Industrial
Extension Service or IES.
“We still import a lot of massproduced commodities, and American
companies can’t make a profit
selling those products, so growth in
manufacturing is mainly taking place
among niche products — things that
aren’t so easy to mass-produce,”
Mintz says. “Our buying habits
have changed. We don’t want the
thing that’s mass-produced and
unsophisticated. Now we want things
that are innovative, that tie into how
we feel and who we are.”

Researchers at L&H’s Genesis Group
responded to the new economic
landscape by trying to find ways to
commercialize a portable solar design
brought to them by an inventor.
However, they soon learned that they
were more comfortable running an
established business than developing
new products. No one had ever
taught them how to innovate.

jobs in North Carolina, and the total
economic impact of its work is pegged
at $2.3 billion across the state.

That’s where IES lent a timely hand.
The organization provides coaching
and training in knowledge areas
including process optimization
and industrial engineering for
manufacturers and other firms across
North Carolina. IES helps companies
reduce costs, improve efficiency
and increase profits, and its work
has borne impressive fruit. Since
2000, the organization has helped
companies create or save 14,500

“Right after the first break on the first
day, the Genesis guys all sat down
together with coffee and said, ‘We’ve
been doing everything wrong,’” recalls
Will Wood, an engineer with L&H.

In June 2012, IES conducted a threeday Innovation Engineering Institute.
Members of the Genesis Group
attended the conference, hoping to
learn more about how to innovate.
They got more than they bargained for.

“Going to that Innovation Engineering
conference was like suddenly seeing
someone with a flashlight when
you’ve been wandering around in the
dark,” says Shane Marshall, L&H’s
general manager of research and

how you sell it. Marketing is a part of
design.”
L&H currently has four products in
its GoSol Power line, with online
distributors using sales channels
including Amazon and eBay Stores.
The GoSol products generate
massive interest at trade shows and
conferences. The firm currently is
negotiating with a government agency
regarding sales of the trailer-mounted
solar array.
Ideas in the hopper for future GoSol
products include microgrid appliances
that would provide stand-alone, off-grid
solar power to an isolated community
or small town.
“In 20 years, most developing countries
won’t supply all their power through a
single large grid. They’ll have several
microgrids,” Wood says. “Solar would
be perfect for that. We could sell
thousands of those.”

TOP: Solar stations for outdoor venues enable people to charge cell phones and laptops. • BOTTOM LEFT: Members of the Genesis
Group use innovation engineering to drive product development. • BOTTOM CENTER: One of the company’s new products is a solarpowered water purifier that can be used following a disaster. • BOTTOM RIGHT: Phil Mintz with NC State’s Industrial Extension Service
says manufacturers must innovate to survive in the new global economy.
•

development. “We used to always
struggle with managing innovation.
How do you innovate? It turns out
that there is a process for it. You can
put the greatest minds together in a
group and ask them to innovate, but
if they don’t have a good process, it
won’t work.”
After the conference, the Genesis
Group began participating in the
Innovation Engineering program in
January 2013. Over the year, the
group received weekly coaching
visits from Kevin Grayson, manager

of business growth and innovation
services for IES. At each visit, Grayson
sat with the group and helped them
move through the five main steps of
the Innovation Engineering process:
brainstorming ideas, defining each
idea, discovering obstacles to the idea,
developing a physical prototype and
delivering a product to the customer.

“The yellow card itself is actually the
cheapest form of prototype there is,”
Marshall says. “You look at all the
objections to an idea, and either you
defeat the objections or they defeat
you. An idea is not an idea if you can’t
fill out that card. The cards decrease
risk and increase speed. We always
say, ‘Fail fast, fail cheap.’”

The first three steps of the Innovation
Engineering process are recorded
on a special yellow card that has
predefined blanks for the components
of each step.

Wood agrees. “One of the great things
about innovation engineering is how
marketing-focused it is. When you
start making stuff, right away you also
have to think about how you pitch it,

It’s safe to say the future looks bright
for L&H and its GoSol product line.
As they continue to innovate, they’ll
keep using the innovation engineering
principles they learned from IES to help
them thrive in the new manufacturing
economy of today.
“Innovation engineering is really
helpful for companies that don’t want
to get stuck making commodities that
can only compete on price,” Grayson
says. “Instead of racing to the bottom,
innovation engineering allows you to
succeed by starting a new product,
creating a new curve. That’s the future
of manufacturing.”
IES receives a portion of its annual
funding in the form of a grant
administered through the North
Carolina Manufacturing Extension
Partnership, the state affiliate of
a federal program that provides
resources to support profitable growth
for smaller manufacturers.
research.ncsu.edu
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Quick Takes
QUICK TAKES

NEW CARNIVORE
IN CLOUD FORESTS
A two-pound mammal that looks like
a cross between a house cat and a
teddy bear has a claim to fame as the
first new carnivore species discovered
in the Western Hemisphere in 35
years.
In August, scientists in Washington,
D.C., and Raleigh unveiled the
olinguito (oh-lin-GHEE-toe), a member
of the same family as raccoons,
coatis, kinkajous and olingos. The
tree-dwelling species lives in the
cloud forests of Colombia and
Ecuador, high in the Andes Mountains.
Zoologist Roland Kays, on faculty
at NC State’s College of Natural
Resources and biodiversity lab
director at the North Carolina
Museum of Natural Sciences, helped
track down the olinguito in the wild.
The expedition was prompted by a
fresh look at museum specimens.
“The data from the old specimens
gave us an idea of where to look, but
it still seemed like a shot in the dark,”
Kays says. “But these Andean forests
are so amazing that even if we didn’t
find the animal we were looking
for, I knew our team would discover
something cool along the way.”
A few seconds of grainy video shot
by a colleague in Ecuador confirmed
the olinguito’s existence in the cloud
forest. Team members set out on a
three-week expedition to document
the habits of the large-eyed creature
with orange-brown fur. They learned
that the olinguito rarely leaves the
trees, where it is active mostly at
night. Its diet is mostly fruit, and it
has one offspring at a time.
“Proving that a species exists and
giving it a name is where everything
22
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• ABOVE: A newly discovered carnivore called the olinguito makes its home high in the Andes Mountains. • TOP RIGHT: Scientists
have sequenced the genome of Amborella trichopoda, a rare plant from a South Pacific island. • BOTTOM RIGHT: Researchers say
Raleigh’s abundant tree cover could be threatened.

starts,” says Kristofer Helgen, curator
of mammals at the Smithsonian’s
National Museum of Natural History
and leader of the team reporting the
olinguito’s discovery.

with the strong integration of many
disciplines including engineering and
the physical sciences, along with
behavioral and social sciences, and
the arts.”

“If new carnivores can still be found,
what other surprises await us?”

The LAS research will promote new
advances in the science of big data
and the intelligence analysis process
through innovative collaborations
among industry, academia and
government. The new enterprise is
expected to bring 100 new jobs to the
Triangle over the next several years.

BIG DATA RESEARCH
ADVANCES
NC State’s new Laboratory for
Analytical Sciences, a $60 million
partnership with the National Security
Agency, is advancing big data
analytics as the cornerstone of an
innovation hub on Centennial Campus.
“We have set a strong foundation
for this collaboration. Our faculty
expertise matches the lab’s needs
well,” notes Randy K. Avent,
associate vice chancellor for research
development and university lead for
the partnership. “We are pleased

“The LAS is founded on the principles
of collaboration and innovation, as
evidenced by our choice of location,
multidisciplinary staff and approach
to problem solving,” explains LAS
Director J. David Harris. “Research
at the LAS will build upon existing
analysis and analytics solutions,
rethinking the enormous challenges
and opportunities that are emerging
as a result of big data.”

LAS is engaged in research to
address the analytic challenges
required to maintain global awareness
and strategic foresight within
the U.S. intelligence community.
Specifically, LAS is investigating ways
to make sense of existing data by
arranging them to highlight patterns
and trends, thus allowing narratives
to be recognized. It is also creating
strategies to deal with the volume,
variety, veracity and velocity of data.
NC State has wide-ranging activities
in the research, application and
training of analytics. For example,
the Institute for Advanced Analytics
offers an intensive Master of Science
in Analytics degree with beforegraduation job-placement rates of
more than 90 percent. Also, the
Center for Innovation Management
Studies is a global, virtual, university/
industry cooperative research
center based in the Poole College of
Management.

Courtesy Wertheim Conservatory, Florida International University, Miami

NC State researchers found that
the size of land parcels was closely
related to the amount of tree cover.
That’s a concern for Raleigh residents,
given that land is being divided
into Baltimore-sized parcels for
development, McHale says.

UNRAVELING AN
EVOLUTIONARY
MYSTERY
NC State scientists had a hand in a
massive research project highlighted
in Science that sheds light on how
flowering plants suddenly came into
prominence more than 200 million
years ago — what Charles Darwin
referred to as an “abominable
mystery” of evolution.
A team of scientists, funded by
the National Science Foundation,
sequenced the genome of Amborella
trichopoda, a rare plant from a
South Pacific island that can trace
its lineage back to the last common
ancestor of all flowering plants,
including food crops like tomatoes,
apples and legumes, as well as
hardwood trees such as oaks and
poplars.

RALEIGH’S CHANGING
IDENTITY
Could Raleigh, proudly known as the
City of Oaks, end up having much less
tree cover, like Baltimore?
Though it’s not likely that Raleigh will
have to rethink its New Year’s Eve
drop of the giant acorn any time soon,
planners and policymakers should
take steps to prevent the City of Oaks

from looking like the home of The
Wire. That’s the bottom line of an NC
State study, funded by the National
Science Foundation, published in the
journal Ecosystems by researchers
Kevin Bigsby, Melissa McHale and
George Hess.
“In the Southeast, it’s easy to
take tree cover for granted,” says
McHale, whose focus is forestry and
environmental sciences. “To keep

the benefits of urban forests, we
need to consider the reasons why we
will or will not have our trees in the
future.”
At a leafy 55 percent, Raleigh’s
tree cover overshadows Baltimore’s
24 percent. But the gap could be
closing because of trends in urban
morphology — factors related to
development patterns, housing
density and land parcel size.

Lead researcher Claude dePamphilis
of Penn State asked experts with
NC State’s Forest Biotechnology
Group, led by Vincent Chiang and Ron
Sederoff, to analyze Amborella’s cell
walls and lignin genes. Lignin gives
wood its strength.
Their analysis revealed that the
species had an unusual ratio of two
types of lignin, indicating an early
stage of flowering plant evolution. In
addition to shedding light on Darwin’s
mystery, lignin analysis of Amborella
could have practical applications for
the pulp and paper industry.
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SPEAKING OF
HEALTH CARE
Communication is essential to doctors,
nurses and other health professionals,
but language and cultural barriers
prevent many people in the United
States from communicating effectively
with their health care providers.
To help address the issue, Spanishlanguage scholars at NC State have
launched a project called ProSalud,
or ProHealth. The project includes
a textbook focused on health
communication in Spanish, an online
certification program in Spanish for
health professionals that is open to
the public, and an online course for
NC State students.
The book, El Mundo Hispano y la Salud,
or The Spanish World and Health,
addresses cultural differences, not just
the language barrier, says Ana Gray,
who co-authored the book.
In most Spanish-speaking cultures,
whether it’s an emergency or a checkup, the entire family is involved in
issues related to health,” she says.
“Ten people will show up when
someone goes to the emergency room.
A lot of American doctors and nurses
don’t know what’s going on.”

DRIVING DOWN
BIOFUEL COSTS
Researchers at NC State have
developed a simple, effective and
relatively inexpensive technique
for removing lignin from the plant
material used to make biofuels, which
may drive down the cost of biofuel
production.
Lignin, nature’s way of protecting
plant cell walls, is difficult to break
down or remove from plant biomass,
such as the nonedible parts of the
24
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corn plant. However, that lignin needs
to be extracted in order to reach the
energy-rich cellulose that is used to
make biofuels.
“Finding inexpensive ways to remove
lignin is one of the largest barriers to
producing cost-effective biofuels,”
says Ezinne Achinivu, a graduate
student in chemical and biomolecular
engineering and lead author of a paper
describing the new technique that was
published online in the journal Green
Chemistry.
The researchers began by making a
number of liquid salts called “protic
ionic liquids” or PILs. These PILs are
made by mixing an acid, such as
acetic acid (more commonly known
as vinegar), and a base. As part of
the pretreatment process, one of the
PILs is mixed with biomass and then
heated and stirred. The lignin dissolves
into the PIL, leaving the cellulose
behind as a solid. The cellulose, which
is now much easier to process, is then
easily filtered from the mixture for use
in the next biofuel production steps.
The researchers are currently applying
the technique to wood and other
biomass feedstock materials, to

better understand and fine-tune the
interactions between the PILs and
lignin. Their research was supported
by the U.S. Air Force Office of
Scientific Research.

ANDROID SECURITY
AT RISK
Computer security researchers have
found that Android smartphone
manufacturers are inadvertently
incorporating new vulnerabilities
into their products when they
customize the phones before sale.
On average, the researchers found
that 60 percent of the vulnerabilities
found in the smartphone models they
evaluated were due to such “vendor
customizations.”
Although Google creates the base
Android platform that all Android
smartphones use to operate,
vendors — such as Samsung, Sony
and HTC — customize that platform
to integrate their hardware. These
vendors also incorporate applications
they or their partners have developed.
With funding from the National
Science Foundation, a team led by
NC State computer security expert

Xuxian Jiang sought to determine if
these customizations posed security
threats.
The researchers looked at 10
representative Android smartphone
models and found that vendor
customizations were responsible for
an average of 80 percent of the apps
that came preloaded onto the phones.
“All 10 devices were vulnerable,
based purely on the preloaded apps,”
Jiang says. “The older versions had
an average of 22.4 vulnerabilities per
device, while the newer versions had
an average of 18.4 vulnerabilities per
device.”
Vulnerabilities discovered by the team
include the ability to record audio and
make phone calls without the user’s
permission, and the ability to wipe out
the user’s data.

WHEN WHALES
CAN’T BE RESCUED
Each year between one and five
large whales beach themselves along
the North Carolina coast. Most of
these whales are already dead, and
the others beach because they are

LEFT: Scholars have launched a project to help health professionals communicate
more effectively across cultures. • BELOW: NC State research aims to help teens reduce
alcohol use and associated health risks.
•

“Our goal is to help adolescents
make informed decisions about
alcohol use,” says James Lester,
a member of the computer science
faculty at NC State and one of the
project leaders.

top 10 in the ’80s — and was in the
middle of the pack in the ’90s and ’00s.
Desperation and inspiration leapt to
the top in the ’00s for the first time —
possibly, Henard notes, due to effects
of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.

Lester’s team will be creating
software that engages adolescents
ages 15 to 17 in role-playing scenarios
about alcohol use and helps them
understand the results of the various
paths that they can choose.

WHAT’S EATING YOU?

“ALL YOU NEED
IS LOVE”
A review of five decades of hit songs
identified 12 key themes marketing
professionals can use to craft
advertisements.

usually too sick or injured to survive.
Rescue in these cases is not an option.
But death for a beached whale is a
horrible process that can involve days
of suffering.
NC State’s Craig Harms, an aquatic
wildlife veterinarian, witnessed this
suffering firsthand and wanted to
find a way to help these stranded
animals. He teamed up with marine
mammal experts Bill McLellan from
UNC-Wilmington, Michael Moore from
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
and Susan Barco from the Virginia
Aquarium to develop a humane way to
deliver euthanasia drugs to beached
whales.
The protocol includes a specially
designed needle and a cocktail of
sedatives and analgesics. The solution
is an inexpensive, simple and natural
salt that stops the heart and doesn’t
pose a danger to any scavengers.
Harms and his colleagues published
four separate case reports using this

TARGETING TEEN
ALCOHOL USE

“People are exposed to a barrage
of advertisements and they often
respond by tuning out those
advertisements. We wanted to see
what we could learn from hit songs to
help advertisers break through all that
clutter,” says marketing expert David
Henard in NC State’s Poole College of
Management, lead author of a paper
in the Journal of Advertising Research.
A Poole colleague, Christian Rossetti,
is a co-author.

If you want teens to avoid risky
behavior, you can’t just give them
facts. You must get them to engage
with information, feel motivated to
change, and have the confidence and
skills to keep themselves safe.

The researchers considered top songs
on Billboard magazine’s “Hot 100”
list, ranging from “El Paso” by Marty
Robbins in early 1960 to “Empire
State of Mind” by Jay-Z and Alicia
Keys in late 2009.

That’s the idea behind a project
under way at NC State and the
University of California, San
Francisco to develop interactive
software aimed at helping teens
reduce alcohol use and the risks
associated with drinking alcohol.
The study is funded by the National
Science Foundation.

A textual analysis of the lyrics
revealed key themes common across
the 50 years: loss, desire, aspiration,
breakup, pain, inspiration, nostalgia,
rebellion, jadedness, desperation,
escapism and confusion.

method in the current Journal of
Wildlife Diseases. The research was
funded by the National Oceanic
and Atmospheric Administration’s
National Marine Fisheries Service
through the John H. Prescott Marine
Mammal Rescue Assistance Grant
Program.

“Rebellion,” a prominent theme in
the ’60s and ’70s, did not break the

It’s a jungle out there. Humans can be
infected by more than 1,400 parasites
— viruses, bacteria, fungi, etc.
What happens if you have two
simultaneous infections? If one
infection is treated with a regimen
of drugs, will the other infection go
away? What if you take drugs and
the other infection worsens?
“We don’t understand enough about
many of these relationships to know
if treating one infection can also curb
another simultaneous infection —
whether it may figuratively kill two
birds with one stone — or if treatment
of one infection hampers healing of
the other,” says Emily Griffiths, an
NC State postdoctoral researcher and
lead author of a paper in Proceedings of
the Royal Society B.
With colleagues from the United
Kingdom and Switzerland, she provides
a first glimpse at how multiple
parasites interact within humans. Using
data from more than 300 published
studies, they compiled a list of many
parasites that infect humans, noting
the respective body parts affected and
ways the immune system responds.
The team then constructed a large
network of multiple infections in
humans, a veritable “food web” of
infections inside the human body.
The work revealed previously
unknown infection patterns, suggesting
treatment strategies for multiple
infections, Griffiths says.
research.ncsu.edu
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KUDOS
KUDOS

WOLFRAM EARNS
NC AWARD FOR
PUBLIC SERVICE
From the Outer Banks to the
Appalachians, Walt Wolfram’s research
and outreach efforts have reinforced
appreciation and understanding of the
state’s language and dialect heritage.
That career of public service earned
Wolfram a 2013 North Carolina Award,
the state’s highest civilian honor.
“North Carolina is a dialect heaven,”
notes Wolfram, who has produced
documentaries on NC dialects and
languages.
He founded the North Carolina
Language and Life Project that
has become a national model for
sociolinguistic engagement. He also
developed the “principle of linguistic
gratuity” emphasizing the importance
of giving back to the communities
where he collects data for research
projects on topics including African
American English, Native American
English and Hispanic English.
“We study not just the structure of
language, but how language is used
in society to give people identity, to
communicate values, to symbolically
index who you are and where you are
and what your standing in life is,” he
explains in a video prepared for the
awards program.
Wolfram engages the community
through museum exhibits, appearing
at the North Carolina State Fair and
consulting for TV shows such as
Sesame Street.
With a colleague, he also developed
the first statewide school curriculum
in the United States on dialect and
language. North Carolina Voices
complements eighth-grade history
studies.
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ABOVE: Walt Wolfram, founder of the North Carolina Language and Life Project, earned a North Carolina Award for Public Service. •
OPPOSITE PAGE: Ruben Carbonell, director of the William R. Kenan Jr. Institute for Engineering, Technology and Science at NC State,
was elected to the National Academy of Engineering.
•

Wolfram’s past honors include
the Linguistics, Language and the
Public Award from the Linguistic
Society of America. A William
C. Friday Distinguished Professor
at NC State since 1992, he has
received numerous university
honors, including the John Tyler
Caldwell Award for the Humanities
and the Holladay Medal for lifetime
achievement.

CARBONELL, RAMSEY
ELECTED TO NATIONAL
ACADEMY OF
ENGINEERING
Ruben Carbonell, director of the
William R. Kenan Jr. Institute for
Engineering, Technology and Science
at NC State, and J. Michael Ramsey,
a member of the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill and NC State
joint department of biomedical

engineering, recently were elected to
the National Academy of Engineering.
Cited for “research and innovation
in multiphase reactor design, highpressure thin-film coating and
novel bioseparation processes,”
Carbonell has led the Golden LEAF
Biomanufacturing Training and
Education Center on Centennial
Campus since 2008. He joined
NC State is 1984 and served
as co-director of the National
Science Foundation’s Science and
Technology Center for Environmentally
Responsible Solvents and Processes
from 1999 to 2008.
In the 1980s, Carbonell developed a
new mathematical model to describe
the hydrodynamic performance of
trickle bed reactors used in petroleum
processing. In the 1990s, his team
developed a way to identify small,

inexpensive and robust peptide
ligands for purification of proteins
from biological sources by affinity
chromatography.
His work was instrumental in
identifying specific ligands for the
removal of the prion protein that is
responsible for variant CreutzfeldtJakob disease, better known as
mad cow disease, in humans. He led
development of a process for making
a novel filter to remove prion protein
from human blood during transfusions.
His work is also reducing the risk of
prion transmission during intravenous
injections of therapeutics such as
antibodies derived from pooled human
plasma.
A fellow of the American Institute of
Chemical Engineers, Carbonell also is a
fellow of the Industrial and Engineering
Chemistry Division of the American

to present the first John S. Risley
Entrepreneur of the Year Award to
B. Jayant Baliga. A serial
entrepreneur, Baliga founded four
startups and has had inventions
commercialized by numerous
companies including Vishay Siliconix,
Infineon and Cree. Baliga is most
famous for inventing, developing and
commercializing the insulated gate
bipolar transistor, an energy-saving
semiconductor switch that controls
the flow of power from an electrical
energy source to any application that
needs energy.
In December, Baliga also received
the Medal of Honor from the
Institute of Electrical and Electronics
Engineers. He received the National
Medal of Technology and Innovation,
the highest form of recognition
given to an engineer by the U.S.
government, in 2011. Founding
director of the Power Semiconductor
Research Center at NC State, he is a
Distinguished University Professor of
electrical and computer engineering.
Chemical Society and a recipient of
NC State’s Alexander Quarles Holladay
Medal for Excellence. An inventor
with more than 30 patents, he is a
co-founder of two startup companies.
Ramsey’s selection for the academy
cites his work to develop microfluidic
technologies for analytical applications.
His present research interests
include microfabricated chemical
instrumentation, nanofluidics, singlemolecule DNA sequencing, single-cell
assays and highly miniaturized mass
spectrometry.
An inventor with 70 issued patents,
he has co-founded two startups,
including one developing handheld
mass spectrometry products. A
distinguished member of the UNC-CH
chemistry faculty, Ramsey is director
of the UNC-CH Center for Biomedical

Microtechnologies, and previously
worked at the Oak Ridge National
Laboratories. He is also a fellow of the
Optical Society of America and of the
American Institute for Medical and
Biological Engineering.
The NAE is a private, independent
nonprofit organization that provides
engineering leadership in service to
the nation.

ROE, BALIGA HONORED
The NC State Office of Technology
Transfer has named its annual
award for entrepreneurs to honor
John S. Risley, an inventor, educator,
entrepreneur and founder of
WebAssign, who died in 2013.
Dellaine, Steve and Jim Risley were
on hand at a November program

Also at the 2013 awards program, R.
Michael Roe was named NC State’s
Innovator of the Year. Known for
his groundbreaking discoveries in
arthropod physiology and insecticide
resistance, his research has led to 36
patents and 10 commercial licenses,
as well as the commercial sale of a
potent natural insect repellent that
is an alternative to DEET, the most
heavily used insecticide repellent in
the world.
A William Neal Reynolds
Distinguished Professor, he is now
developing bite-resistant textiles to
serve as an alternative to insecticideimpregnated fabrics that are in wide
use but are experiencing diminishing
effectiveness due to the increasing
insecticide resistance in mosquitoes
and other public health pests.

THREE ELECTED
AAAS FELLOWS
Three NC State faculty members were
among 388 educators elected as
Fellows of the American Association
for the Advancement of Science:
• David F. Ritchie, professor of plant
pathology, was elected to the
section on biological sciences.
• Patricia E. Simmons, professor of
STEM education, was elected to
the section on education.
• Frances S. Ligler, professor of
biomedical engineering, was
elected to the section on
engineering.
The trio was honored Feb. 15 at the
organization’s annual meeting in
Chicago. AAAS is a professional
association that seeks to “advance
science, engineering and innovation
throughout the world for the benefit
of all people.”

STUDENT WOWS
WASHINGTON
Doctoral student Andy Smith caught
the eye of the White House for his
work with elementary school children,
picking up a prestigious gold-level
Presidential Service Award for
Volunteerism in September.
Smith has worked with the Citizen
Schools program at Lowe’s Grove
Elementary in Durham as lead
instructor of a Lego robotics
apprenticeship for five semesters.
The 10-week course introduces
students to basic programming
principles and gives them the
opportunity to learn how different
types of sensors enable robots to
more intelligently interact with their
environment. Students also learn
about the academic majors that
can lead to careers in robotics and
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computer science. Students present
group projects at a community
showcase event called WOW!
Smith is a graduate of the STARS
Student Leadership Corps, which
provides students the opportunity
to learn more about computer science
careers, participate in service and
outreach programs to local schools,
engage in research, and meet with
leaders in the computer field. His
NC State adviser is James Lester in
the College of Engineering’s computer
science department.
The President’s Council on Service
and Civic Participation created the
President’s Volunteer Service Award
in 2003. The program continues as
an initiative of the Corporation for
National and Community Service.

NC STATE RISES
IN RANKINGS
U.S. News & World Report lists
NC State as the No. 1 land-grant
university in granting the largest
proportion of science, technology,
engineering and math degrees to its
graduates. U.S. News also ranked NC
State a top-10 “up-and-comer” among
public universities.
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And NC State once again appears near
the top of “best value” rankings among
public universities, rising to fourth on
the Princeton Review/USA Today list
and fifth on the U.S. News list.
Kiplinger’s Personal Finance places
NC State in the top 20 for value for
in-state and out-of-state students.
In recent months, national rankings
also offered accolades for the
Colleges of Agriculture and Life
Sciences, Education, Engineering and
Management.
A third-party analysis also found that
NC State graduates have the highest
starting salaries among all colleges
and universities in the UNC system.
“Record-breaking research, industryleading partnerships, top national
value and the highest starting
salaries — we are certainly on a great
trajectory,” Chancellor Randy Woodson
told faculty, staff and students in his
spring update.
Carrying that trajectory forward,
Woodson outlined ambitious goals
for the future: passing $500 million in
annual sponsored-research spending,
consistently ranking among the top 10

in industry support and continuing to
raise the quality of student applicants.
“Simply put, we want to be known as
the pre-eminent research enterprise,
anywhere,” he said.

ROJAS NAMED FELLOW
FOR CHEMICAL SOCIETY
Orlando Rojas, an expert in forest
biomaterials, has been named a
fellow of the American Chemical
Society in recognition of his
contributions to the sciences
and profession. ACS fellows are
nominated by their peers.
Rojas and other members of the
organization’s 2013 class of fellows
were honored at the ACS national
meeting in Indianapolis last fall.

THREE JOIN INVENTORS
ACADEMY
Three NC State faculty members are
new fellows of the National Academy
of Inventors. The nonprofit organization
recognizes achievement in patents
and licensing, innovative discovery
and technology, significant impact on
society, and support and enhancement
of innovation.

Physics professor David Aspnes,
material science and engineering
professor Jerome Cuomo and chemical
engineering professor Joseph
DeSimone were among 143 fellows
honored in early March.
Aspnes, who has 23 patents, is
generally credited with developing
spectroscopic ellipsometry, the linearoptic materials/thin-film diagnostic
technique on which integrated circuit
technology depends.
Cuomo has developed innovations in
materials synthesis and processes
that enabled diverse technologies that
include electron emission cathodes,
tungsten films, ion beam technologies,
amorphous magnetic materials and
amorphous hydrogenated silicon. He
has about 125 patents.
DeSimone has developed a technique
for the fabrication of monodisperse
particles with simultaneous control
over structure and function. This
innovation is being used to develop
next-generation vaccines, along with
treatments for cancer and pulmonary
and systemic diseases. He has a joint
appointment with the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill and has
more than 140 patents.

Creative State
Creative State

WEARING 2 HATS:
PROFESSOR AND
NOVELIST

missionaries. Her novel draws on
the 1853 diary of the wife of a
missionary from Georgia.

State professors Wilton
Barnhardt, Jill McCorkle and Elaine
Neil Orr are willing to share their
secrets of literary success with NC
State students.

The three authors were featured in
NC State magazine and the blog Red
and White for Life, both published
by the NC State Alumni Association.
Enjoy some excerpts from those
interviews below.

NC

Barnhardt’s novel Lookaway,
Lookaway features a North Carolina
matriarch who is trying to preserve
her family’s name and legacy. The
New York Times Book Review gave
the book a strong thumbs up, as
have many regional and national
critics. Reviews were so strong
that HBO has optioned the novel for
adaptation as a weekly series, with
Barnhardt as co-executive producer.
Five of McCorkle’s books have
been named notable books by the
New York Times. Her most recent
novel, Life After Life, centers on the
lives of residents and workers at the
Pine Haven Retirement Community
in the fictional town of Fulton, N.C.
Much of Orr’s debut novel, A
Different Sun, is set in Nigeria,
where she grew up as a child of

How would you describe yourself
as a novelist?

•

BARNHARDT: I’ve eluded categories.
I’m not a naturalist, I’m not a
romantic, I’m not a realist. I would
probably say that I’m a classicist. I
hope I’m writing sort of the classic
novels of the 19th century. I’m
nervous about being in any camp. I
have a New York novel. I have a
religious novel. I have a Hollywood
novel. This is the Southern novel.
Where do your ideas for stories
and novels come from?

•

MCCORKLE: It is that combination
of what you see blending with
imagination. Imagination is a key
part of our experience. We see
something we don’t understand,

but our brain is determined to
make sense of it and to keep firing
suggestions as to what might be the
reason this is happening. I like to tell
my students that it is your brain’s
job to be a couple of steps ahead
of you, seeking reasons. So if you’re
always walking around with your
eyes and ears open, you can’t help
but see a whole lot of stories.
What did you learn about writing
while completing this novel?

•

ORR: I have enormous new respect
for novelists that I could have never
grasped without writing this novel.
Writing even a mediocre novel is an
enormous achievement because
you have to do all this research,
create a universe, create the
histories of people and keep them
all afloat and moving. I used to think
that literary theory was hard, but
that was before I encountered novel
writing.

IN PRAISE OF
WORKING DOGS

A

person named Cat has written
a book about her dog. Don’t expect
her to write a book about cats

anytime soon, because Cat Warren
is allergic to cats.
In Warren’s book What the Dog
Knows, the science journalism
professor offers one part memoir,
one part science and one part
history as she tells how her
obedience-school dropout, Solo,
became proficient in an unusual
hobby: helping law enforcement
officials search for people who
are missing and presumed dead.
Warren and Solo have trained with
several organizations, including the
Durham police and sheriff’s K-9
units, since the dog was certified
eight years ago.
Rebecca Skloot praised the book
in the New York Times Book
Review: “What the Dog Knows is a
fascinating, deeply reported journey
into scent, death, forensics and the
amazing things dogs can do with
their noses: sniffing out graves,
truffles, bedbugs, maybe even
cancer. But it’s also a moving story
of how one woman transformed
her troubled dog into a loving
companion and an asset to society,
all while stumbling on the beauty of
life in their searches for death.”
research.ncsu.edu
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Predatory
Dino Ruled
North America

This artist’s rendering depicts
Siats meekerorum.

In an oral legend of the Utes,

Illustration courtesy of Jorge A. Gonzales

an indigenous tribe of North
America, the siats was a
cannibalistic monster that
lured children away from
their parents and ate them in
the wilderness.
A terrifying myth, right?
But it’s not nearly
as scary as an encounter
with the quite real newly
discovered dinosaur that
bears the same name,
Siats meekerorum, discovered
by NC State paleontologist
Lindsay Zanno and research
partner Peter Makovicky of
Chicago’s Field Museum of
Natural History in the dusty hills of the Cedar Mountain Formation in eastern Utah.
Since the first bone fragments were found in 2008, Zanno has led three field expeditions to
dig in the giant dino graveyard, excavating and studying the remains of a 30-foot-long, four-ton beast
that roamed the lush land nearly 100 million years ago. Siats (pronounced see-atch) was the biggest
meat-eating predator of its time, dwarfing much smaller tyrannosaurs for millions of years until
Siats’ relatives went extinct sometime in the Late Cretaceous period.
Zanno, who also serves as the director of the Paleontology and Geology Research Lab at the
North Carolina Museum of Natural Sciences, was the lead author in a paper published in the online
journal Nature Communications in November 2013, immediately filling a 60-million-year biodiversity gap
in the fossil record and identifying Siats as the top of the food chain during its reign in North America.
Zanno named the dinosaur in honor of both the Ute legend and the Meeker family of Winnetka, Ill.,
generous supporters of young paleontologists at the Field Museum. Her team received additional support from the Field Museum, the Field Museum Women’s Board and the National Science Foundation.
Over the next few years, Zanno expects to announce multiple new species of smaller — but
no less important — dinosaurs that were contemporaries of Siats that she and her team have
discovered in the massive dino graveyard in Utah.
“We hope to be able to bring to light more of what this lost ecosystem looked like,” Zanno says.
“Stay tuned: There are a lot more cool critters where Siats came from.”
— BY TIM PEELER
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